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Abstract

An OECD/NEA-CSNI International Standard Problem (ISP) has been pertormed on

the experimental comparison basis of the severe fuel damage experiment CORA-W2.

The out-of-pile experiment CORA-W2 was executed in February 1993 at the For

schungszentrum Karlsruhe. The objective of this experiment was the investigation of

the behavior of a Russian type PWR fuel element (VVER-1000) during early core

degradation. The main difference between a Western type and a Russian type PWR

bundle is the B4C absorber rod instead of AglnCd. Measured quantities are boundary

conditions, bundle temperature, hydrogen generation and the final bundle configura

tions after cooldown. The ISP was conducted as a blind exercise. Boundary condi

tions (axial power profile, shroud insulation temperature) which could not be measured

but which are necessary for test simulations were estimated using ATHLET-CD. Re

sults to the ISP were submitted by 22 participants from OECD and non-OECD coun

tries, using six different severe accident codes: ATHLET-CD, ICARE2, KESS-lI!,

MELCOR, RAPTA and SCDAP/RELAP5.

Due to the large number of participants the comparisons between experimental and

analytical results could be grouped by codes and examined separately. The thermal

behavior up to significant oxidation has been predicted quite weil by most of the par

ticipants and all codes. Larger deviations have been observed for the oxidation

induced temperature escalation, both time of onset and maximum temperature as

weil. The bundle behavior is greatly influenced by chemical interactions involving B4C

absorber rod material, which failed relatively early at low temperature due to eutectic

interaction between B4C and SS cladding as weil as the SS guide tube. Regarding the

complex material interaction larger differences can be recognized between calculated

and measured results because of inappropriate models for material relocation and

solidification processes and the lack of models describing the interactions of absorber

rod materials with the fuel rods. For the total amount of H2 generated, acceptable

agreement could be achieved, if the total of oxidized zirconium was calculated cor

rectly. Most codes did not treat the oxidation of stainless steel components and none

of them modelIed the B4C oxidation.

In general the confidence in code predictions decreases with progressing core dam

age. Four categories of remaining main uncertainties have been detected: user effects

regarding nodalization and selection of parameters, misinterpretation of existing



models, weak modelling basis requiring large numbers of parameters and some lack

of modelling of certain phenomena.

The ISP36 provided a forum for the international community enhancing the experi

ence in performing severe fuel damage calculations. It may have a great impact on

further code development in conjunction with independent peer reviews of individual

codes.



AHHOTaL\MS1

Me>K,lJ,YHapO,lJ,Has:l CTaH,IJ,apTHas:l np06neMa OECD/NEA-CSNI (ISP) 6blna BblnOnHeHa

Ha OCHOBe 3Kcnep~MeHTanbHblX ,lJ,aHHbIX no Ts:I>KenOMY pa3PyweH~1O Tonn~Ba

CORA-W2. BHepeaKTOpHbl~ 3Kcnep~MeHT CORA-W2 6bln nO,lJ,roToBneH

COBMeCTHbIM~ yc~n~s:lM~ HeMe4K~X ~ POCC~~CK~X cne4~an~CTOB ~ npOBe,lJ,eH B

epeBpane 1993 r. B ~CCne,lJ,OBaTenbCKOM 4eHTpe KapncPY3. LJ.enblO 3TOro

3Kcnep~MeHTa 6blnO ~CCne,lJ,OBaH~e nOBe,lJ,eH~s:I TB3nOB POCC~~CKOro peaKTopa T~na

BB3P-1000 Ha Ha'"lanbHO~ CTa,lJ,~~ pa3PyweH~s:I aKT~BHO~ 30Hbl. OCHOBHoe

pa3n~'"I~e Me>K,lJ,Y TBC B peaKTOpax PWR 3ana,lJ,Horo o6pa34a ~ BB3P POCC~~CKoro

peaKTopa T~na BB3P - 1000 s:lBns:leTCs:I Han~'"I~e CTep>KHe~ nornoT~Tene~ ~3 B4C

BMeCTO AglnCd. B XO,lJ,e 3Kcnep~MeHTa ~3Meps:ln~Cb TaK~e napaMeTpbl, KaK

rpaH~'"IHble ycnOB~s:I, TeMneparypa TBC, BbIXO,lJ, BO,lJ,OpO,lJ,a ~ KOHe'"lHas:l

KOHep~rypa4~s:I TBC nocne 3aXOna>K~BaH~R Me>K,lJ,yHapO,lJ,Has:l CTaH,IJ,apTHas:l

npo6neMa 6blna npOBe,lJ,eHa KaK "cneno~" onblT. rpaH~'"IHble napaMeTpbl

(aKc~anbHblVl npoep~nb 3HeproBbl,lJ,eneH~s:I, TeMneparypa '"Iema C60PK~, KOTopble He

Morn~ 6blTb ~3MepeHbl, HO KOTopble Heo6xo,lJ,~Mbl ,lJ,ns:l MO,lJ,en~pOBaH~s:I ~cnbITaH~Vl,

04eH~Ban~Cb np~ ~cnonb30BaH~~ KO,lJ,a ATHLET-CD. Pe3ynbTaTbi ISP

(Me>K,lJ,YHapO,lJ,Has:l CTaH,IJ,apTHas:l npo6neMa) 6bln~ pa30cnaHbi 22 Y'"lacTH~KaM cTpaH

OECD ~ CTpaH, He BXO,lJ,s:I~~X B OECD C~cnonb30BaH~eM weCT~ KO,lJ,OB no 04eHKe

Ts:I>KenblX aBap~Vl: ATHLET-CD, ICARE 2, KESS-III, MELCOR, RAPTA, SCDAP/RE

LAP 5.

6naro,lJ,aps:l TOMy, '"ITO ISP-36 co6pana 6onbwoe KOn~'"IeCTBO Y'"laCTH~KoB,

3Kcnep~MeHTanbHble ~ paC'"IeTHble pe3ynbTaTbi CMorn~ 6blTb crpynn~poBaHbl ~

~CCne,lJ,OBaHbl OT,IJ,enbHO,lJ,ns:l Ka>K,lJ,oro KO,lJ,a. TeMneparypHoe nOBeAeH~e, BnnOTb,lJ,O

Ha'"lana 3Ha'"l~TenbHoro OK~CneH~s:I, 6blnO ,lJ,OCTaTO'"lHO xopowo paCC'"I~TaHO

6onbw~HcTBOM Y'"lacTH~KoB ~ C nOMo~blO Bcex KO,lJ,OB. 60nee 3Ha'"l~TenbHble

OTKnOHeH~s:I Ha6nlO,IJ,an~cb B npo4ecce nOBblWeH~s:I TeMneparypbl BCne,lJ,CTB~e

OK~CneH~s:I KaK ,lJ,ns:l 3Ha'"leH~~ TeMneparypbl, xapaKTep~3YIO~eVl Ha'"lanO

3K30TepM~'"IeCKOVl peaK4~~ OK~CneH~s:I 060nO'"leK TB3nOB, TaK ~ Ans:l ,lJ,OCT~>K~MOro

MaKC~MYMa TeMneparypbl. 06Hapy>KeHO, '"ITO nOBe,lJ,eH~e TBC B 60nbweVl CTeneH~

3aB~C~T OT X~M~'"IeCK~X B3a~MO,lJ,eVlCTB~Vl C MaTep~anoM CTep>KHs:I-nOrnOT~Tens:l

B4C, KOTOpblVl pa3pyw~ncs:I cpaBH~TenbHo paHO ~ np~ H~3KOVl TeMneparype

BCne,lJ,CTB~e 3BTeKT~'"IeCKOrO B3a~MO,lJ,eVlCTB~s:I Me>K,lJ,Y B 4C ~ 060nO'"lKOVl ~3

Hep>KaBelO~eVl CTan~, a TaK>Ke HanpaBns:llO~eVl Tpy6bl ~3 Hep>KaBelO~eVl CTan~.



3H8~II1TellbHble p8CXO>K,QeHlI1s:1, KOTOpble 6blJ1111 06H8py>KeHbl Me>K,Qy p8C~eTHbIMII1 111

3KCnepll1MeHT8llbHblMII1 pe3YllbT8T8MII1, X8p8KTepIl13YIO~II1MII1 npOL.\eCC

B38I11MOAe~CTBII1s:1 M8Tepll18llOB TBC, MOrnll1 6blTb Bbl3B8Hbi BClleACTBlI1e

38TBepAeB8HII1s:1 M8Tepll18llOB BClleACTBlI1e II1cnOllb30B8HII1s:1 HenOAXOAs:I~II1X MOAelle~

Alls:l OnIl1C8HII1s:1 nepeMe~eHII1s:1 111 38TBepAeB8HII1s:1 M8TepIl18llOB, 8 T8K>Ke OTCyTCTBII1s:1

MOAelle~, OnIl1CbIB81O~II1X B38I11MOAe~CTBlI1e M8Tepll18ll8 norno~81O~ero CTep>KHs:I C

TB3ll8MII1. P8c~eT o6~ero KOllll1~eCTB8 06P830B8HII1s:1 H2 MO>KeT 6blTb np0ll13BeAeH

KoppeKTHO, eCllll1 o6~ee KOllll1~eCTBO OKII1CII1 4I11pKOHII1s:1 6blJ10 P8C~II1T8HO np8BlI1llbHO.

ClleAyeT OTMeTII1Tb, ~TO 60llbWII1HCTBO KOAOB He P8CCM8TPll1B81OT OKII1ClleHlI1e

KOMnOHeHTOB 1113 Hep>K8BelO~e~ CT8llll1 111 HII1 0AII1H KOA He MOAellll1pyeT OKII1ClleHlI1e

B4C.

B 4ellOM TO~HOCTb 04eHKII1 C II1cnOllb30B8HII1eM KOAOB CHII1>K8eTCs:I npll1 B03P8CT8HII1111

CTeneHII1 nOBpe>K,QeHII1s:1 8KTII1BHO~ 30Hbl. 6blllll1 BblAelleHbl ~eTblpe OCHOBHble

K8Teropll1111 HeonpeAelleHHOCTII1:

3cPcPeKTbl, CBs:l38HHble C Bbl6opOM p8c~eTHO~ cxeMbl 111 38A8HII1eM

H8~8llbHb1X 111 rp8HII1~HbIX YCllOBII1~ 3KCnepIl1MeHTOB;

OWII160~HOe npll1MeHeHlI1e Tex II1llll1 111HblX MOAelle~ Alls:l OnIl1C8HII1s:1

cPII13111~eCKII1X np04eCCOB;

Cll860CTb cy~eCTBYIO~II1X MOAelle~, KOTOp8s:1 Bblp8>K8eTCs:I B TOM, ~TO

nOllb30B8TelllO Hy>KHO Bbl6111P8Tb 111 38A8B8Tb 60llbwoe KOllll1~eCTBO

cne4l11cPlI1~eCKII1Xn8p8MeTpOB BHyTpVl OTAellbHblX MOAelle~;

H8llVl~Vle npo6ellOB B MOAellVlpOB8HVIVI OTAellbHblX s:lBlleHII1~.

B 38BepWeHII1e clleAyeT CKB838Tb, 4TO ISP-36 npeACT8BVlll co6o~ cPOPYM

Me>K,QyH8poAHOro H8Y~HOro c006~eCTB8, KOTOPbl~ n03BOllVill 060r8TVlTb onblT

p8c~eTOB B 06ll8CTVI Ts:I>Kelloro p83pyweHVls:I TonllVlB8. ÄH8llll13 pe3YllbT8TOB ISP-36

MO>KeT OK838Tb 60llbwoe BllVls:lHVle H8 A8llbHe~wee P83BVlTVIe KOAOB VI VlX

He38BII1CII1MOe pe4eH3V1pOB8HVle.
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1 Introduction

An International Standard Problem (ISP) Exercise is defined as a comparative exer

cise in which predictions of different computer codes for a given physical problem are

compared with each other and with the results of a carefully controlled experimental

study. The main goal of ISP is increasing confidence in the validity and accuracy in

assessing the safety of nuclear installations [1]. In addition, it enables code users to

gain experience and to improve their competence. International Standard Problems

(ISP) are performed as "open" and "blind" exercises. In an open ISP the experimental

results are available to the participants before their calculations and in a blind ISP the

experimental results are locked until the delivery of the calculated results. Preferably,

ISPs should be blind.

Accepting a suggestion by the Federal Republic of Germany, the Principal Working

Group (PWG) No. 2 of OECD-CSNP agreed on its meeting on September 28-30, 1993

to offer the experiment CORA-W2 on severe fuel damage for a Russian type PWR

(VVER) as International Standard Problem No. 36 (ISP36) to its member countries

and in addition to some non OECD countries. The experiment CORA-W2 is one out of

a large number of severe fuel damage (SFD) experiments conducted at Forschungs

zentrum Karlsruhe [2]. Two of the experiments (W1 and W2) were performed with a

Russian type VVER fuel element bundle. The experiment and the performance of the

ISP were sponsored by the German Ministry for Education, Science, Research and

Technology, the performance of the Russian part of the work was sponsored by the

Minister of Nuclear Power of the Russian Federation. The fuel bundle manufacture

and post test investigation was carried out in a joint effort by Forschungszentrum

Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe (formerly Kernforschungszentrum, KfK) , Nuclear Safety Institute

of the Russian Research Center "Kurchatov-Institute", Moscow, Russian Research

Institute of Atomic Reactors, Dimitrovgrad, Research Institute "Luch" Scientific and

Industrial Association, Podolsk and Bochvar Research Institute of Inorganic Materials,

Moscow. The ISP was conducted as a blind exercise, Le. only the initial and boundary

conditions were given to the participants prior to performing the calculation. Only for

the GRS calculation the temperature measurements were given, since this calculation

was used to determine unknown, but necessary boundary conditions.

1 Organization tor Economic Cooperation and Development - Committee on the Satety ot Nuclear
Installations
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The severe fuel damage experiment CORA-W2 was executed on February 18, 1993

by the Project of Reactor Safety Research at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe in

cooperation with the Nuclear Safety Institute of the Russian Research Center

"Kurchatov-Institute". The major objectives of this experiment were to investigate the

behavior of VVER fuel elements with B4C absorber rods under severe fuel damage

accident conditions, including liquefaction, melting and relocation. The VVER is a

Russian type PWR.

After the preparatory meeting, held at Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit

(GRS) mbH, Cologne on February 17-18, 1994 [3], organizations from 8 countries,

including 3 non OECD countries, submitted 22 contributions to the ISP, some organi

zations used more than one code.

The International Standard Problem No. 36 is the third ISP on severe fuel damage

aspects. The first one (ISP28 [4]) was performed in 1990/91 using the PHEBUS-SFD

B9+ experiment as the basis for the data comparison [5], and the second one (ISP31

[6]) using CORA-13 [7].

Compared with ISP31 the main differences are the VVER test bundle (VVER-specific

materials, hexagonal rod array, B4C absorber rod) and the termination of the experi

ment by slow cooldown instead of quenching. The presence of a B4C absorber rod in

CORA-W2 makes the results of ISP36 also useful for Western BWR's.

2 Objectives of the Standard Problem

During an unmitigated severe LWR accident the core material reaches temperatures

significantly higher than 1200° C. This causes core damage in many ways, Le. by

chemical interactions of the different materials, melting, relocation, blockage forma

tion, embrittlement and fragmentation of the cladding on cooldown and quenching,

and hydrogen generation. At the early stage of the accident the core is still coolable

and for mitigating the accident a detailed knowledge of the core meltdown behavior

and a method to predict the course of the accident are necessary. Experimental re

sults and code predictions can be used to quantify the safety margins presently exist

ing in the safety systems of operating reactors, and to explore possibilities of ending a

high temperature transient before it can lead to an uncontrolled core meltdown. For

2



demonstrating the capability of current computer codes to model and to calculate the

core meltdown phase of a severe accident with sufficient accuracy, the OECD-CSNI

decided to propose fuel element meltdown standard problems.

The general objectives of International Standard Problem No. 36 (ISP36) are to ana

Iyze the heatup and meltdown phase of a CORA VVER-type fuel element experiment

and to examine the reliability and accuracy of the severe accident computer codes

used.

In more detail the objectives of ISP36 are the comparison and investigation of the

following physical variables and phenomena:

• Temperature of selected fuel and absorber rods,

• Onset of temperature escalation as a result of the exothermal zirconium/steam

interaction,

• Extent of zirconium cladding oxidation,

• Liquefaction temperatures of stainless steel spacers and B4C-absorber rods,

• Relocation temperatures ofliquid phases,

• Extent of U02 and Zr02 dissolution by molten zirconium,

• Oxidation of metallic melt containing zirconium,

• Formation of blockages, extent and location,

• Timing and magnitude of hydrogen generation,

• Fragmentation of embrittled fuel rods.

The major relevant differences between the Russian VVER reactor compared with

Western type PWR's are B4C absorber rods (instead of Ag, In, Cd), the rod array (hex

agonal instead of rectangular) and the cladding material (Zr1%Nb instead of Zry-4). In

3



addition absorber rod eladding, guide tubes and spaeer grid eonsist of stainless steel

whieh results iil different material interaetions.

3 Description and Results of Experiment CORA-W2

Detailed deseriptions of the CORA faeility and the experimental arrangement are pre

sented in [2]. This ehapter eoneentrates on the main eharaeteristies of the facility and

speeifie features of CORA-W2 experiment.

3.1 Description 01 the CORA Test Facility

The CORA out-of-pile facility is designed to investigate the behavior of LWR fuel as

semblies under severe fuel damage aeeident eonditions. In the experiments the deeay

heat is simulated by eleetrieal heating. Great emphasis is plaeed on the faet that the

test bundle eontains the original materials used in light-water reaetor fuel elements to

investigate the different material interaetions.

Pellets, c1adding, grid spaeers, absorber rods and ehannel box walls are typieal of

those of the investigated LWR type with respeet to their eompositions and radial di

mensions. In test CORA-W2 original U02-pellets, Zr1%Nb-c1adding, SS-spaeers, B4C

absorber inside stainless steel eladding and stainless steel guide tube and Zr1 %Nb

ehannel box walls are used.

A general view of the CORA faeility is presented in Fig. 3.1 and its eonneetion to the

main supply eomponents is given in Fig. 3.2. The eentral part of the faeility is the fuel

rod bundle. The bundle is enclosed in a Zr1 %Nb shroud with Zr02 fibre insulation. A

high temperature radiation shield surrounds the bundle and shroud assembly. The

massive insulation provides a realistie flat radial temperature gradient. The bundle is

eonneeted to the power supply system at the upper and lower ends. The water-filled

queneh eylinder provides the eooling of the lower end bundle eleetrodes. The bundle

upper end is fixed in the bundle head plate.

The steam is produeed in the steam generator. Together with the additional argon it is

superheated and guided to the lower end of the bundle. The steam not eonsumed

4



within the bundle is condensed in two parallel condensers and the remaining hydro

gen argon mixture is fed into the off-gas system after dilution by air to a low hydrogen

concentration.

• Bundle design

The bundle and its surroundings are shown in Fig. 3.3 to 3.5. Heated, unheated and

absorber rods are illustrated in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7.

Test bundle CORA-W2 consisted of 19 fuel rod simulators. The test rods were ar

ranged within the bundle as shown in Fig. 3.5. Thirteen of the 19 fuel rads were elec

trically heated by central tungsten heating elements (Fig. 3.6). Five rods were

unheated (Fig. 3.6) and one position within the bundle was filled with an absorber rod

and its pertinent guide tube (Fig. 3.7). The heated rods as weil as the unheated rods

were filled with annular U02 pellets of the same outer diameter but with different sized

central holes (4.2 mm + 2.4 mm). The rod cladding is made of zirconium - 1 % niobium

alloy (Zr1 %Nb). Three stainless steel grid spacers of 20 mm depth were mounted into

the bundle at -5 mm, 210 mm and 610 mm elevations (upper edge).

The shroud surrounding the bundle is also made of Zr1 %Nb and insulated with a 20

mm thick layer of Zr02 fiber material to guarantee a uniform radial temperature distri

bution. Two videoscopes, at 600 mm and 800 mm (120° orientation) were used in test

CORA-W2 to observe the materials behavior and the relocation of material during

transient testing. The windows in the shroud and insulation are closed by quartz

windows.

The hydrogen produced during the test by the steam/zirconium reaction was meas

ured by a two mass spectrometer system in the mixing chamber after the gas had

passed the condenser.

3.2 Power Supply

Thirteen rods were electrically heated in the W2 assembly. The input power was the

same for all heated fuel rods. The time dependence of the power input was controlled
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by the computer and was monitored during the experiment by current and voltage

measurements.

3.3 Test Conduct and Initial Boundary Conditions

The experiment scenario can be separated into the following phases (Fig 3.8).

1. 0 - 3000 s: pre heating

2. 3000 - 4500 s: heating phase

3. > 4500 s: cool down phase.

The pressure in the system is controlled to 0.22 MPa (0.2 MPa overpressure).

During the preheat phase there is a flow of 8 gis preheated argon through the bundle

and a low constant electric power input about 0.52 kW. In consequence the tempera

ture in the insulation reaches a level which is high enough to avoid steam condensa

tion. At 2760 s the argon flow is changed to 6 gis. The "steam flow" of 4 gis was

started at 3300 s.

During the heatup phase the initial temperature increase of about 1 Kls is produced

by raising the electric power input from 2 to 14 kW. The test was terminated by reduc

ing the electric power at 4500 s to 0.52 kW (slow cooldown by heat losses). At the

same time the steam supply was terminated.

To keep the videoscope windows c1ear, a flow of 0.6 gis argon is directed to the front

of the windows. For the protection of the bundle head plate, 5.4 gis of argon flows

below the plate. The 6 gis flow from the videoscopes and bundle head plate does not

move through the bundle and is marked with the label "videoscopes" in the second

graph of Fig. 3.8.

The steam for the CORA experiments is produced by introducing the foreseen amount

of water into the secondary side of a heat exchanger (4 gis), so that the water is com

pletely turned into steam. The measured amount of water is given in the forth graph of

Fig. 3.8. The uncertainty of the input with a calibrated volumetrie pump was ± 1 %.
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The buildup of steam flow through the bundle must be determined. The time behavior

used by the different code users is given in Fig. 4.02a - 4.02d of chapter 4.

Fig. 3.9 gives the temperature at the steam inlet. The increase of the temperature

after 3300 s is connected to the additional heat capacity of the steam, which in

creases the temperature of the walls of the connecting line from steam superheater to

the inlet, resulting in a higher steam temperature.

For the uncertainty estimates we can give the following values: The measurement of

the system pressure has an uncertainty of ±2 % and the Argon flow is measured with

an uncertainty of ± 3 %. The power is determined with an uncertainty of ± 1 %. The

power determined experimentally is the integral power over the length of the fuel rod

simulators, measured at the ends of the electrodes. The axial power distribution of the

heated rod is dependent on the axial resistance distribution, which is determined by

the temperature distribution and the temperature distribution is calculated by the rele

vant code.

The temperature at the steam inlet is measured by two thermocouples. The deviation

between their readings is ~ 1 % based on the reading in °G. This temperature is the

reading of the thermocouple and the assumption is made that the thin thermocouple

(0.5 mm) is at the temperature of the by-passing steam.

At higher temperatures the uncertainty of the temperature measurement is much

larger. Just before failure of the thermocouples an uncertainty of about ± 100 K is

reached.

3.4 Temperature Response

The following temperature measurements that characterize the temperature field in

the assembly were performed:

coolant temperature;

fuel rod simulator cladding temperature;

fuel temperature in unheated fuel rod simulators;

temperature in the gap between the guide tube and the absorber rod cladding;
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spacer grid temperature;

shroud temperature;

high-temperature insulation temperature.

The analysis of the temperature measurements leads to the conclusions below.

Within the heated length of the bundle the temperature difference in the horizontal

cross-sections does not exceed about 100 K. The main contribution to the difference

is caused by the shroud in which the temperature in the heating phase is, as a rule,

50-100 Klower than the temperature of the fuel rod simulators. Beyond the escalation

phase the temperature measurements are less reliable due to increasing failure of

thermocouples. The massive melt formation in the bundle also attacks the thermocou

pies. Formation of new thermocouple junctions must be assumed, so that the location

of measurements may change.

Fig. 3.10 illustrates the temperature response at 1050 mm and 650 mm elevation. It

should be noted that the temperature difference at 1050 mm exceeds 200 K in the

cooling phase, which is related to the absence of the shroud insulation at this

elevation.

The complete list of initial temperature measurements is given in [2]. By taking into

account all measurements at a special elevation we have determined a representative

temperature as function of time for different elevation. The representative tempera

tures are given in Fig. 3.11 and 3.12.

The curves given in Fig. 52 of [2] represents for the beyond escalation range the lower

limit of the uncertainty band as the thermocouple signal used in the evaluation could

possible originate from thermocouples which have formed junctions at positions of

lower temperature.

3.5 Hydrogen Generation

The initial hydrogen measurements were taken in the mixing chamber. In accordance

with the calibration experiments performed in CORA-7 test the initial data set was

mathematically processed using an experimentally determined transfer function which
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allows to obtain a corrected data set characterizing the hydrogen generation directly

at the assembly outlet. The characteristics obtained in the form of the hydrogen gen

eration rate and integral hydrogen production are presented in Fig. 3.13. The uncer

tainty of the corrected production rate amounts to ± 10%. According to calculation

assessments, the total amount of hydrogen of about 75 9 might have been generated

as a result of the oxidation of about 32 % (wt) of the total zirconium present (including

the shroud); About 42 % of the total steam flow rate participated in the chemical reac

tion of zirconium oxidation during 400 s of intensive steam-zirconium reaction. De

tailed data on hydrogen generation are presented in [2].

3.6 Gas Pressure in Simulators

The simulator rods and the absorber rod were to be filled with a small excess pressure

of argon by the beginning of the heating phase. The analysis of the pressure meas

urement shows that by 3000 s three of the six rods turned out not to be gas-tight and

their pressure corresponded to the ambient pressure. The absolute gas pressure in

the other three rods which were intact was from 0.265 to 0.301 MPa. The nature of

pressure changes in the assembly heating phase for these rods is shown in Fig. 3.14.

The absorber rod failed first.

3.7 Post-test Appearance of the Bundle and of Cross Sections

The appearance of W2-bundle after the test is shown in Fig. 3.15. Below 300 mm the

shroud preserved its geometric form with increasing oxidation above 200 mm eleva

tion. From 300 mm to 700 mm the shroud is deformed and contains many cracks and

holes. Up to about 1100 mm elevation the shroud was attacked so much, that it disap

peared during dismantling of the insulation.

The test bundle is fairly intact up to an elevation of about 200 mm. The severely oxi

dized part of the bundle lies above 400 mm. The upper grid spacer has completely

molten away due to chemical interactions with the Zr1 %Nb cladding and by reaching

the melting point, while the central grid spacer has survived in accordance with the

axial temperature profile. The absorber rod failed at about 210 mm (Le. above this

elevation the absorber rod has disappeared. A blockage has formed at about 200

mm. Interaction of the melt with the U02-pellets can be recognized. The radial
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deformation of the cladding, the so-called "flowering" is evident from about 400 mm

upward. In general, the material behavior of this VVER 1000-type bundle is compara

ble to that of a PWR of Western design.

For post-test investigations the bundle was filled with epoxy and then cut in the cross

sectional direction. Fig. 3.16 shows photos of several cross-sections. In accordance

with the results of the post-test examinations of [8] a number of conclusions can be

drawn regarding oxidation and material interactions in test W2.

3.7.1 Zirconium Oxidation

From the evaluation of the measurements two groups of data were obtained that char

acterize the zirconium oxidation process in CORA-W2:

• total weight percentage of the zirconium oxidized before the beginning of the

zirconium melting (Fig. 3.17);

• total weight percentage of the oxidized zirconium indicating the oxidized part of

the relocated melt (Fig. 3.18).

The measurement was performed by single metallurgical probes assuming that the

zirconium oxidized before melting stayed in place.

In a similar way, data were obtained that characterize the total mass of Zr and Zr(O)

that remained after the experiment from the assembly (Fig. 3.19) and from the shroud

(Fig. 3.20).

The analysis of the results obtained demonstrates the following:

• The maximum percentage of the oxidized zirconium in the assembly before the

beginning of the melting was at the level of 270 mm and was equal to 54 %. The

top two-thirds of the assembly (350 - 1050 mm) has a relatively smooth profile of

oxidation (25 - 30 %). There was practically no oxidation of the lower third of the

assembly (-150 to 150 mm).
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• Based on the final status of the experiment, there was practically no oxidation of

rod cladding in the interval from -150 to 200 mm. In the interval 327 to 726 mm

the zirconium was oxidized (84 - 99 %). The oxidation percentage is slightly lower

in cross-sections 845 to 910 mm (70 - 80 %).

• The zirconium was not oxidized below 141 mm elevation. From 208 mm to 607

mm elevation the shroud oxidation increases continuously from 26 % to 100 %.

After the experiment no shroud could be found above 607 mm.

3.7.2 U02 Dissolution

Fig. 3.21 characterizes the U02 mass distribution with elevation after the test.

The data demonstrate that below 141 mm there was no chemical interaction of U02

with assembly materials. The dissolution of uranium dioxide between 208 - 1098 mm

corresponds to the temperature field changes and is characterized by a gradual in

crease of the dissolved U02 from 6 % in cross-section 208 mm to 17 % in cross

section 1098 mm.

3.7.3 Behavior of Spacer Grids

The post-test investigation shows the disappearance of the grid spacer at 610 mm

elevation. The lowermost grid at -5 mm did not change much during the experiment.

The middle grid spacer was oxidized in locations of contact with relocating melt, how

ever no melting or interactions of the grid with assembly materials was found (Fig.

3.22).

3.7.4 Behavior of the Absorber Rod

To describe the absorber rod behavior during the experiment the following data were

obtained:

remaining SS of the absorber rod (Fig 3.23);

remaining B4C of the absorber rod (Fig. 3.24); the results are applicable for com

parison with B4C dissolved by stainless steel.
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B4C Total mass (Fig. 3.25).

The data obtained demonstrate that the steel elements of the structure retained their

integrity only in the bottom part of the rods (-150 - +50 mm). Starting from elevation

150 mm the melting of steel elements is noted, and they practically disappear at ele

vation 250 mm. Sintered B4C columns survive till 450 mm (34 % of the initial amount).

Above 550 mm B4C has disappeared.

3.8 Blockage Formation and Mass Distribution

Data on the blockage formation were obtained by direct measurement of the area

occupied by materials at all bundle cross-sections [8]. Remnants of the shroud were

not taken into account. For calculation of the f10w area the measured areas were

referred to the initial cross-section of the inner side of shroud.

Results are presented in Fig. 3.26. The flow area increased in the upper half of the

bundle from 550 to 1150 elevation. A core blockage formed between 50 and 350 mm

elevation with a maximum of 28 % reduction of the flow channel at an elevation of

about 200 mm.

The axial mass distribution was determined by a different method. After the test the

bundle was embedded in epoxy tCi fix all the materials at their final position. From this

process the epoxy mass filled in per centimeter elevation was determined. The bundle

was then cut in segments. The mass of the structural materials was determined as the

difference between the mass of the segment and the mass of the filled in epoxy. As

the shroud of the axial center (hot region) was removed together with the fibre insula

tion of the bundle, the remnants of the shroud which were present during the filling

process were excluded in the evaluation. It was assumed that there had been no

shroud. The masses so obtained were referred to the initial masses of structural mate

rials in the segment.

The results of mass distribution presented in Fig. 3.27 correspond with the results of

the blockage formation. Material relocated from the upper part of the bundle (elevation

> 400 mm) is refrozen at 100 to 400 mm bundle height with a maximum at about 200

mm.
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4 Calculations by the Participants

4.1 Selection of Variables to be Calculated

The selection of variables to be calculated by the participants was done in order to

meet the objectives of the ISP [9]. Special attention was given to consideration of the

relevant design differences of the VVER. The variables comprise global parameters,

temperatures at different locations and core degradation variables indicating the state

of the bundle.

The global variables are needed mainly for the energy balance, e.g. heat fluxes in

cluding losses and storage, power generation by oxidation and hydrogen generation.

The temperature variables indicate the thermal behavior of the bundle including

shroud, shroud insulation and high temperature shield. They consist of:

Fluid temperature

Fuel and cladding temperature

Absorber and guide tube temperature

Shroud and high temperature shield (HTS) temperature

The bundle degradation variables represent the damage to the bundle and are divided

into two groups: bundle degradation process and material distribution. The first group

shows the degradation kinetics and does not consider any material relocation, the

second shows the material distribution after relocation. The selected variables are:

Zr oxidized

Remaining absorber assembly (B4C, SS)

Total mass, core blockage

etc.
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4.2 Participants and Codes

Representatives of 17 organizations from 9 countries, including 3 non OECD coun

tries, participated in the International Standard Problem No. 36 (ISP36) based on the

CORA-W2 experiment on severe fuel damage for a Russian type VVER fuel element

[10-31]. They submitted a total of 22 contributions using the codes ATHLET-CD,

ICARE2, KESS-III, MELCOR, RAPTA and SCDAP/RELAP5 [32-37]. Table 4.1 sum

marizes the analysts, the participating organizations and the codes used2
•

4.3 Codes and Computational Models Used for ISP36 Calculations

The computational models used for the ISP36 calculations are defined by both the

models provided by the codes and the specific input decks defined by the participants.

Descriptions of code models are given in detail in the respective documentation. The

basic modeling aspects, particularly as regards the ISP36 calculations, are summa

rized below. The input deck reflects the way of representing the specifics of a given

facility in a code. It defines the geometry, the boundary conditions of the test and the

interaction between the different models in operation. The basic characteristics of the

input decks for ISP36 as defined by the participants in the specific code environments

are given below. Both model and input deck description are structured according to

the following items:

nodalization scheme,

thermal hydraulics,

structure heat-up,

electrical heat source,

material oxidation and hydrogen generation,

mechanical rod behavior and cladding failure,

chemical interactions,

material relocation.

2 The ATHLET-CD calculation by GRS was performed with the knowledge of the measured temperature
data.
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4.3.1 Nodalization Scheme

The basic constructional elements to be nodalized in the CORA bundle are the three

types of rods (heated, unheated, and absorber rods), the shroud, the HTS, the flow

sub channels in the bundle, the bypass flow channel and the spacer grids. In princi

pie, the codes provide the modeling basis for the individual treatment of each element

while axially subdividing it into a certain number of segments. In order to meet reason

able computing times, the codes apply the concepts of representative zones or repre

sentative components. In both concepts, certain elements are combined to

representatives, with the solution of the governing equations only being required once

for each representative. The concept of representative zones is basically geometry

oriented, Le. applying this concept to the CORA-W2 bundle leads to a radial subdivi

sion into a number of concentric rings, e.g. central rod, 6 unheated rods including

absorber rod, 12 heated rods, shroud, and HTS. The concept of representative com

ponents is basically structure type oriented. In principle, this concept allows the combi

nation of all structures of a given type, e.g. all unheated rods, into one representative

regardless of their individual position in the bundle. In practice, the codes under con

sideration apply hybrids of the two concepts. However, they may roughly be classified,

with SCDAP/RELAP5 and ICARE2 tending towards the concept of representative

components and ATHLET-CD, KESS-III, and MELCOR tending towards the concept

of representative zones. The respective data are given in Table 4.2 together with the

axial segmentation.

A further governing nodalization characteristic is the treatment of the flow channels.

Despite from radiative heat transfer, the flow channels provide the only coupling be

tween the structure representatives. For most ISP36 calculations, two f10w channels

have been defined, one representative channel for the bundle flow (inside the shroud)

and the other for the bypass flow. For some ATHLET-CD calculations, the bundle

itself has been subdivided into an inner and outer flow region, in case of ICARE2, the

bypass region has not been modeled due to restrictions in the thermal hydraulics. The

basic data together with other nodalization characteristics are given in Table 4.2.
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4.3.2 Thermal Hydraulics

The codes uniformly apply quasi one dimensional formulations of the conservation

equations coupled to constitutive equations for the modeling of heat and mass trans

fer between the fluid phases and between fluid and structures. True cross flow model

ing is not possible in terms of momentum mixture. Instead, cross flow between parallel

flow channels is modeled as mass and energy sources and sinks to the respective

channels with the exchange rates governed by flow resistances and pressure drops.

Some of the codes - like ICARE2 and KESS-I 11 - act as stand alone SFD codes with

their own thermal hydraulic modeling. The modeling in ICARE2 currently is restricted

to the gas phase including steam and non condensables, leading to a so called

3-Equation approach; KESS-I 11 uses a 4-Equation model with two phase flow treated

below the mixture level. Others - like SCDAP/RELAP5 and ATHLET-CD - are code

systems consisting out of a thermal hydraulic module and a SFD-module. In these

codes, thermal hydraulics in the core are modeled by applying the full thermal hydrau

lic module to the core geometry. For SCDAP/RELAP5, this leads to a 6-Equation

approach, for ATHLET-CD optionally to a 5-Equation (mixture momentum equation) or

4-Equation (mixture momentum and mixture energy equation) approach. Further de

tails including the specifics of other codes used for the ISP36 action are given in Table

4.3.

One major concern besides the thermal hydraulic modeling basis itself are the inter

actions with other models. Geometry changes (flow area reductions) provided from

the relocation and ballooning models are partially taken into account (see Table 4.3).

Heat sources to the fluid provided from the radiative heat transfer models are taken

into account by most of the codes at least regarding the latest versions. The impact of

grid spacers on the flow is mostly accounted for by implying user defined increased

flow resistances at grid spacer locations. The CORA typical cross flow situation at the

coolant inlet is generally handled by applying enhanced heat transfer coefficients for

the respective bundle section, partially hard wired, partially via user input.

4.3.3 Structure Heat-up

Generally, the codes provide two types of models for structure heat-up, so called heat

structures for energy balances in structures maintaining their integrity during core
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degradation and core structures for energy balances of degrading geometries. Heat

structures are based on one dimensional heat conduction equations (with exceptions,

e.g. SCDAP/RELAP5: two dimensional) with sources from oxidation and other heat

sourees.

Core structures generally apply two dimensional thermal energy equations including

sources due to fission, fission product decay, oxidation and relocating material. Due to

the coarse meshing of the structures (see Chapt. 4.3.1), most of the codes superpose

the numerical finite difference solution available for discrete points in the numerical

mesh with quasi-analytical solutions of the heat conduction equation yielding interpo

lations between mesh points.

Following the concept of representative zones or components, radiative heat transfer

is defined to take place not between individual structures, but representatives. This

has strang impact on the definition of view factars, which partially loose their meaning

in astrang geometrical sense and appear as mean view factars between groups con

sisting of different individuals. Furtheran, for rod arrays radiative heat transfer is

treated as apparent quasi conduction to account for single representative tempera

tures in coarse meshes.

In same codes (e.g. SCDAP/RELAP5), view factars are calculated by correlations

based on the crossed string method (plane case), in others they are user input (MEL

COR). If treated by user input, automatie view factor recalculations to account for

geometry changes in degrading geometries are not possible. Most of the codes (ex

cept ATHLET-CD) take into account gas radiation and radiosity. Table 4.4 summa

rizes same basic characteristics of the models for structure heat-up as used for ISP36.

4.3.4 Electrical Heat Source

The out-of-pile test CORA-W2 requires models for the electrical heat input into the

bundle. The models are uniformly based on serial electrical resistance approaches

including the resistances of the tungsten heater rads (subdivided in axial segments

according to the axial meshing of the core structures) and the resistances of the cop

per and molybdenum cold ends.
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In case of MELCOR, an external subroutine (WOLFHE, originally designed for

CORA-13) is provided which has to be adapted to the CORA-W2 bundle geometry.

4.3.5 Material Oxidation and Hydrogen Generation

Most of the calculations performed for ISP36 are based on rate equations for oxida

tion (some used a diffusion model). The basic correlations used in the codes are given

in Table 4.5. Partially, as indicated in Table 4.5, the rate coefficients have been

adapted to treat the Zr1 %Nb material of the VVER-type of c1adding. Most of the codes

treat inside oxidation after the burst of the c1adding. In some codes (e.g. SCDAPI

RELAP5), the ballooning models provide information to the oxidation model about the

extension of the ballooned zones, Le. the inner surface available for contact to steam.

In others (e.g. ICARE2), the zone for inside oxidation is fixed to a certain extent in the

vicinity of the cladding breach. In case of MELCOR with no ballooning model in the

present versions, inside oxidation starts, when a user defined c1adding rupture criteria

is met.

In case of high temperatures and thin oxide layers, the oxidation rate may be gov

erned by the mass transfer resistance in the steam-argon-hydrogen mixture against

the oxygen transport to the cladding surface, rather than by the solid diffusion resis

tance within the material. Only SCDAP/RELAP5 and MELCOR provide models for this

additional Iimiting factor besides steam starvation and material consumption. This

advantages in the SCDAPI RELAP5 and MELCOR modeling may only affect the oxi

dation of relocating melts (high temperatures and thin oxide layers).

Melt oxidation models - so far available, see Table 4.5 - are thoroughly based on rate

equations for intact rods. For the rate calculation of melt mixtures consisting of UZr-O,

U02 and Zr02, the mixture layers in the respective axial zones are rearranged to show

a vertically stratified structure with the Zr component forming one layer in this struc

ture. The usual rate equations are then applied to this Zr-Iayer, removing any new

Zr02 instantaneously by adding it to the Zr02 layer. Besides Zr, most of the codes

provide oxidation models for stainless steel and some (e.g. MELCOR) for B4C too

(see Table 4.5).
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4.3.6 Mechanical Rod Behavior

The most important models for early phase structure mechanics are those for balloon

ing with subsequent c1adding rupture and for the breach of oxide shells containing

molten U-Zr-O mixtures and absorber materials. Except MELCOR, all codes used for

ISP36 provide ballooning models, varying from highly mechanistic codes accounting

for material anisotropics and circumferential temperature gradients (SCDAP/RELAP5)

to more empirical (ICARE2) based on specific experiments. Although partially pro

vided by the oxidation models, none of the models allows to account for the impact of

the layer structure of the c1adding consisting of Zr02, a-Zr(O) and ß-Zry, on the me

chanical rod behavior. In some models, the mean oxygen content enter the models

via material properties for the stress and strain calculations. Cladding rupture occurs

when certain failure criteria are met. The criteria involved differ from maximum hoop

strain (ATHLET-CD, KESS-lI!) over maximum hoop stress (SCDAP/RELAP5) to stress

dependent failure temperatures (ICARE2; "Chapman-correlation"), see Table 4.6.

The models for oxide shell breach have significant impact on the amount of liquid

UZr-O mixtures and the onset of relocation of liquid materials including U-Zr-O and

absorber material eutectic mixtures. The impact on the amount of U-Zr-O mixtures is

due to the fact that the oxide shell keeps the mixture within the reaction zone, Le. the

chemical dissolution process (see Chap.. 4.3.7) lasts until the shell breaches and the

mixture is released to outside of the fuel rod. The models for oxide shell breach de

pend on whether or not the codes provide models for the dissolution of the oxide

shells by the liquid material they contain. In ICARE2 for instance, the model for the

dissolution of Zr02 by liquid Zr allows for the calculation of the respective shell thick

ness reduction. Codes without such models (e.g. SCDAP/RELAP5 and ATHLET-CD)

apply user defined criteria, mainly based on critical temperatures to trigger the clad

ding breach. The corresponding code specifics and user criteria applied for ISP36

calculations are given in Table 4.6.

4.3.7 Chemicallnteractions

Chemical interactions important for CORA-W2 are the fuel rod U02-Zr-Zr02 and the

absorber rod B4C-Stainless Steel (SS) eutectic interactions.
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New interpretations [38] of existing experiments identify two distinet stages in the

dissolution of U02by molten Zr with rather different reaction kinetics; a saturation and

a precipitation stage. The first "saturation" stage is characterized by a very quick dis

solution of U02up to the saturation of the liquid phase by U and °atoms (Iiquidus line

in ternary phase diagram). After saturation, the dissolution continues with much slower

reaction kinetics obeying the weil known parabolic time law. This stage is character

ized by the precipitation of (U-Zr) 02-X particles in the liquid phase. The kinetics in this

phase are governed by the oxygen flux in the solid U02(gradient U02 to U02_Xat the

solid/liquid interface). Up to now, the codes provide different models partially as alter

natives to the choice of the user. Some of these models reflect the saturation stage,

others (Hofmann-model) the precipitation stage corresponding to the specifics of the

single effect tests they were based on. One of the specifics of these tests was the

mass ratio between U02and Zr. The basic conclusion in [38] is that the different mod

els available lead to a consistent interpretation of experimental results if renormalized

with respect to the UOiZr mass ratios involved. Consequently, the choice of the user

in applying alternative models provided in codes to a given experiment, e.g.

CORA-W2 may yield misleading results (e.g. applying Hofmann's parabolic rate law

together with a saturation limit defined by the liquidus line is a wrong interpretation of

the underlying experiment [38]). According to this problem, Table 4.7 indieates the

models used together with the saturation limits applied.

The B4C absorber rods are a specific feature of VVER type bundles. The B4C ab

sorber material is surrounded by a SS cladding and aSS guide tube. Consequently,

as far as the outer oxidized steel shell is intact, the chemical interactions of interest

are those between B4C and SS. Some of the codes in principle provide models for the

dissolution of SS by B4C. However they are either coupled to certain geometrie situa

tions (SCDAP/RELAP5 model for BWR absorbers) or they are rather simple by just

providing an eutectic temperature leading to an instantaneous Iiquefaction (ATHLET

CD). Furthermore, after leaving the inside of the absorber rods, radial relocation and

spreading causes contact of the B4C-SS mixture to the Zr02 of oxidized fuel rod clad

dings and other structure materials. Both, mechanistic models for radial spreading of

absorber material and for chemical interactions of B4C-SS-Zr02 are presently not

available in the codes. Table 4.7 summarizes some specifics of the absorber rod mod

eling for ISP36:
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4.3.8 Material Relocation

All the codes used for ISP36 provide models for axial relocation (candling), only some

(e.g. MELCOR) have simple models for radial relocation. The approaches underlying

the candling models differ widely from highly mechanistic (ATHLET-CD, KESS-lI!) to

basically parametric (MELCOR). Generally, the models are based on the assumption

of a given relocation velocity (in MELCOR essentially infinitively high) and of a given

arrangement of the melt leaving the rod on its outer side (film or certain number of

rivulets or droplets). The data used for ISP36 are given in Table 4.8. The candling

models may be subdivided into two groups: In one group, an effective conductivity

(including effects from melt-to-crust heat transfer and the crust thermal conductivity)

governs the heat transferred from the relocating melt to the rod (ATHLET-CD and

MELCOR) and in the other a thermal shock front propagating into the surface of the

rod characterizes the heat transfer. In the first group, the heat transfer coefficient has

a large impact on the results. This is especially true for MELCOR with the heat trans

fer coefficient being user input. Table 4.8 shows the corresponding data used for the

ISP36 calculations.

The models available for radial relocation require a relocation rate coefficient. So far

treated in the codes for the ISP36 calculation, Table 4.8 depicts the corresponding

data.

4.4 Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results

This section compares the experimental results with the results as provided by the

participants, with some additional observations and comments. From the list of vari

ables given in the specification, only the important ones are discussed. In order to

associate the different curves with the participants and the used codes, each curve is

labeled with a four-Ietter code according to Table 4.1. For better readability of the

curves, the 22 participants were divided into four plot groups with a maximum number

of six curves per group (excluding the experimental data). Apart from individual com

parisons, comparisons between the codes used are of special interest, so the plot

groups are essentially the same as the code groups, except that the two German

codes ATHLET-CD and KESS-lI! were combined in one plot group as weil as the

ICARE2 group with the single RAPTA-SFD participant. The leading three letters of the
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legend labels indicate the institution, the last letter indicates the code used. Solid

curves indicate experimental results.

4.4.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions

Some initial and boundary conditions measured in the test facility are compared with

those actually used by the participants. This facilitates the evaluation of the calculated

results.

• Bundle Power (POBU)

As shown in Fig. 4.01, a linear power increase from 1.7 to 14.3 kW between 3020 s

and 4500 s was given and essentially followed by the participants of code groups

ATHLET-CD, KESS-III, MELCOR, ICARE2 and RAPTA-SFD, with slight deviations

only for GIDM and UBOI. Compared with this, SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations for this

variable are spread over a larger range. The reason for this may be separated presen

tation of the thermal power of tungsten heater instead of the total power loss at as

sembly (RRCS) or neglect of upper and lower bundle ends due to limitation of the

axial node discretization (ENES). The values for peak power, maximum voltage and

maximum assembly resistance are consistent and yield an average maximum resis

tance of about 0.05,Q per rod.

• Steam Inlet Flow (FIST)

Steam inlet flow (Fig. 4.02) results from the water feed flow of 4 . 10-3 kg S-1 between

3300 sand 4500 s with a time constant of about 100 s. The time constant was esti

mated considering the steam temperature increase, the inertia of the fluid and the

structural heat up. Apart from the ATHLET-CD and KESS-III group, most participants

used the water feed flow as the steam inlet flow. The exceptions, in particular: KFIM,

RRCA, OKBM, IKEK, NRII, GRSA and RASA modeled a time constant. KFIM and

RRCA followed closely the ISP36 specification and used an exponential decreasing

shape for the start and end of the steam inlet flow, with the specified value of 100 s as

the time constant. Suitable linear approximations to this constant were chosen by

OKBM, IKEK, NRII. A time constant of about 300 s was used by GRSA and RASA,

leading to a lower steam flow than specified in the beginning, but to a longer duration

of steam flow input. ATHLET-CD users modeled the argon gas flow by an additional
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permanent steam flow without oxygen potential (inert f1ow) of 1.5 . 10-3 kg S-1, to take

into account the heat capacity of this non condensable, contributing a steam flow

which lies higher than the maximum water flow. KFIM has added the evaporation rate

from the quench cylinder to the inlet flow. VTTS considers a linearly increasing steam

flow between 3000 sand 3300 s.

Since the steam flow was not measured directly, water feed to the evaporate and

superheated was taken as the experimental curve instead.

• Inlet Temperature (TEIN)

The measured inlet temperature (Fig. 4.03) was followed by most participants. Devia

tions occur only for AEAM, ARSR, VTTS and, in the range of 3400 s to 3800 s, for

UBOI. The maximum experimental value of 910 K (63]0 C) is reached at 4552 s,

which is consistent with the given boundary condition values (maximum value 6340 C

for 4580 s).

• Temperature at Bundle Top (TEBT)

For the temperature at the bundle top (Fig. 4.04) there are several choices for the

experimental curve. The given boundary condition in Appendix E of the ISP36 specifi

cation [9] was a table of calculated best estimate gas temperatures above the shroud.

In Fig. 4.04 these values are marked with crosses. Obviously, RRCA followed exactly

the given values. For the experimental curve, the c1adding temperature at 1250 mm

was chosen, since the gas temperature above the shroud has a considerable time lag

and may be not the same as above the bundle. Amongst all the calculations, there

were three using the experimental values as boundary conditions: GRSA, NRII and

RRCI. Essentially correct tendencies were calculated by AEAM, OKBM and RRCA.

4.4.2 Temperature

Fig. 4.05 to 4.14 show the thermal behavior of various locations in the assembly cross

section at 5 different elevations (350, 550, 750, 950 and 1150 mm). Not all of these

curves can be verified by measurements, and even the measured curves often end

before the termination of the experiment because of failure of the correlated thermo

couple at higher temperatures. General characteristics are:
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moderate increase due to electrical and steam heating,

steep increase caused by exothermal zirconium reaction (temperature escalation),

early increase at lower elevations due to melt relocation.

• Fuel Temperature (TU02)

The fuel temperatures are plotted in Fig. 4.05 to Fig. 4.09 for the selected elevations.

During the transient phase from 3000 s to approximately 4100 s the measured data

show a steady increase from 750 K to 1300 K. Most of the calculated results follow

this measured increase quite weil with a spread of only 100 K to 150 K. The results

obtained by SCDAP/RElAP5 show a larger spread of about 400 K. Between 4200 s

and 4500 s the temperature increases rapidly due to the zirconium oxidation, begin

ning at elevation 950 mm. With one exception all calculations show this temperature

escalation but they differ largely in the onset of the escalation and in the temperature

maximum. Most of them lie in the expected maximum of 2250 to 2500 K. In this be

havior no significant difference amongst the different codes can be seen.

For elevation 350 mm (Fig. 4.05) only three participants (GIDM, RASI and GRSA)

calculated the escalation at all. For 550 mm, the participants GRSA, IKEK, RRCI and

RRCS succeeded in modeling the observed second escalation due to melt relocation.

At higher elevations (750, 950 mm), temperatures are underestimated by RRCA and

VTTS and overestimated by ARSR significantly. The ICARE2 group calculated smaller

deviations from the real escalation time than all other groups. RASI and GRSA ob

tained very close agreement at all elevations. For 750 mm, the participants RASA,

UBOA, ARSR, RRCS and RDIS calculated higher maximum temperatures than 2500

K.

• Cladding Temperature (TCLA)

Since the experimental radial temperature profile is very flat no great temperature

difference between cladding and fuel can be expected. Also in the analytical model no

large difference between heated and unheated rods was estimated. The calculated

results for the cladding temperature are very similar to those of the fuel, only some

spikes or the temperature escalation are more pronounced. This can be seen in Fig.
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4.10 where the cladding temperature for elevation 750 mm is shown. The GIDM calcu

lation experienced abrupt breakdowns shortly before 4500s due to overestimation of

temperature and consequent complete melting of c1adding even at 350 mm.

• Guide Tube, Absorber and Shroud Liner Temperature (TEGT, TAIC, TESH)

Guide tube temperatures are plotted in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 for the elevations 350 and

750 mm. Due to the f1at radial temperature profile and to the fact that the guide tube is

exposed to the superheated steam and heated up by radiative heat transfer, the tem

perature behavior of the guide tube is very similar to that of the cladding. At 350 mm

the experimental data show a temperature escalation, similar to the fuel, but with

some indication of melt relocation at earlier times. From the analytical data only 3

calculations showed the temperature escalation (GIDM, GRSA and RASI). At level

750 most of the participants calculated a more or less pronounced temperature esca

lation. All MELCOR calculations show a complete melt away of the guide tube, when

the temperature reaches 1700 K, which is supplied by input data.

An example for the absorber temperature at level 750 mm is given in Fig. 4.13. The

results for the ICARE2 and RELAP5 calculations are very similar to those of the guide

tube. Melting and relocation of the absorber material is not seen in the temperature

history. In the MELCOR and ATHLET-CD calculations the absorber material melts and

relocates between 1500 and 1700 K depending on the user supplied input data.

For the shroud liner temperature an example is given in Fig. 4.14 for elevation 750

mm. The experimental temperature escalates very rapidly at 4200 s to about 2100 K

and then decreases steadily. The thermocouples in this elevations have been de

stroyed completely, so temperatures at higher elevations have been recorded (espe

cially at about 1150 cm). While the ICARE2 and SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations follow

this curve fairly closely, the MELCOR and ATHLET-CD calculations show a much

larger spread in time for the escalation. One KESS-lI! calculation (IKEK) agrees very

weil the experimental data.

• Temperature Range Plots

lt is of some interest to compare all the results of one code with all the results of other

codes instead of comparing the individual calculations. For this purpose range plots
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(p. 27 to 30) have been designed which comprise all the individual calculations except

those which show an obvious error and except the RAPTA calculation. Each colored

area represents one code group with the maximum calculated value as the upper and

the minimum as the lower boundary. In addition the experimental data are plotted into

the figures. The following four pages show representative examples of these range

plots.

The overall impression given by the range plot is that there is no significant difference

between the four codes. During the heat up phase the largest spread is shown by

SCDAP/RELAP5, while during temperature escalation and cool down, depending on

the location, SCDAP/RELAP5 or ATHLET-CD show the largest spread, but the upper

limit of ATHLET-CD is very elose to the experimental data. It can also be seen that

during escalation and cool down, most results lie below the measured data. In some

cases all results of one code group lie completely below the measured data. Reasons

for the deviation are different code versions, different nodalizations and the heat

losses to the High Temperature Shield (HTS).

The very narrow band of KESS-III is due to the fact that only two KESS-III calculations

have been submitted. In the case of SCDAP/RELAP5 the results have been obtained

by different code versions.
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4.4.3 Core Degradation and Mass Distribution Variables

The core degradation variables give a picture of the core during and at the end of the

experiment. The data are plotted for a given time versus the height in the test section.

Since the bundle state after relocation is of special interest because of its direct com

parability with the posttest analysis of the bundle, time t =4900 s is used to get essen

tially the final state of the core, Le. temperature has then lowered enough to prevent

further melting and to slow down further oxidation. In some plots the experimental

values are added, as they have been recorded by posttest preparing and analyzing of

the bundle.

a) Bundle degradation

• Zirconium Oxidation (ZOBO)

The experimental zirconium oxidation of the bundle in Fig. 4.15 shows that between

300 mm and 850 mm about 30 % Zr was oxidized. A maximum value of 55 % is

reached at 300 mm elevation. Below 200 mm oxidation is negligible. Most participants

calculated the increase of oxidation between 250 mm and 550 mm and only few of

them obtained such high oxidation amounts below 450 mm, namely AEAM, UBOM,

GRSA, IKEK, RRCS and UBOS. Good matching between 450 and 1100 mm was

reached by IKEK. Essentially correct rates were calculated by the groups MELCOR,

ATHLET-CD and KESS-lI! except GIDM, OKBM, RCCA and UBOA. ICARE2 values

are all below 18 %, most SCDAP/RELAP5 values are too high (above 40 %). The

highest value of 80 % for 550 mm was calculated by UBOA.

• U02 Dissolved by Zr (U02D)

Fig. 4.16 shows the amount of fuel dissolution by Zr. Posttest analysis revealed disso

lution between 11 % and 17 % at elevations between 320 mm and 1100 mm. About 6

% U02 was dissolved between 210 mm and 320 mm. Except for RRCS and GRSA, all

participants underestimated U02 dissolution below 450 mm significantly. The best

results were obtained between 750 mm and 850 mm but even there large deviations

can be observed for all calculated data. Reasonable values were delivered by OKBM,

GRSA and ARSR.
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• B4G Dissolved by Stainless Steel (B4GD)

Among the few participants who calculated this variable (Fig. 4.17) there were two

(ARSR and TUDK) who obtained a maximum value of 13 % - 14 %. The rest predicted

100 % dissolution or melting with subsequent relocation between 550 mm and 950

mm, which was measured after the experiment: total dissolution was found between

510 mm and 1250 mm. This was most closely matched by IKEK (450 mm to 1150

mm).

RAS I calculated 100 % dissolution from 350 mm to 1250 mm, RRGI from 250 mm to

1250 mm, OKBM from 350 mm to 950 mm and NR" from 550 mm to 950 mm. The

SGDAP/RELAP5 group delivered no calculation for this variable due to the lack of an

appropriate model.

• Remaining B4G of Absorber Assembly (B4GR)

This variable is shown in Fig. 4.18 and can be considered complementary to B4G

dissolved by stainless steel. Most participants, and the experimental data confirmed

this point of view, although it is also possible to take more than two terms to complete

the mass balance. This might be the reason why in the case of ARSR and TUDK the

variables are not exactly complementary. The experimental data show 100 % remain

ing B4G below 200 mm and no B4G above 500 mm.

Reasonable results were obtained by GRSA, TUDK, AEAM, NUPM, OKBM, RASI and

RRGI. Glose approaches to the experimental curve are the calculations of IKEK,

UBOM, ARSR and NR".

b) Mass Distribution After Relocation

• U02 Total Mass (U02T)

Fig. 4.19 shows the total mass distribution of U02 after melt relocation. Only slight

U02 disappearance (due to dissolution or relocation) was measured compared with

the initial value of 6.3 kg/m between elevation 100 and 850 mm. From the remaining

pellets at this elevation a dissolution of 17 % could be inferred. The partial disappear

ance at 1050 mm was modeled correctly by all MELGOR participants except GIDM
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(who found complete melting even at lower elevations) and by RASI, NRII, UBOI,

ENES, RRCS. Complete disappearance of U02 was calculated by ARSR (due to over

estimation of temperature) and RRCI (due to overestimation of dissolution by Zr).

Between elevations 50 mm to 950 mm, the best results (about 6 kg/m) were obtained

by GRSA, RRCA, NRII, RRCI, UBOI, ARSR and ENES. Melt relocation can be seen

at about 150 mm. This location was predicted by GRSA, correctly.

• Zr Total Mass (ZTBU)

Fig. 4.20 shows Zr, a,-Zr (0) total mass, this means the remaining metallic zirconium

which was not oxidized or dissolved. The original value was 2.2 kg/m. After the experi

ment, no a,-Zr at all was found between 350 mm and 950 mm (the cladding remains

were completely oxidized). From the calculated results, only GRSA came fairly close

to the experiment, but the calculated data show some relocation including the Zr in the

unoxidized Zr-U-O crust, which was not included in the measured data. The ICARE2

and SCDAP/RELAP5 group calculated the complete disappearance at metallic Zr

above approximately 650 mm and the MELCOR group above 950 mm. All calculated

results, which show complete disappearance, show metallic Zr relocation.

• Absorber Material Total Mass (B4CT)

Fig. 4.21 shows the B4C total mass. Complete disappearance of B4C Total Mass was

found above 500 mm, relocation of melt was found below 300 mm (up to 0.9 kg/m,

compared with the original value of 0.654 kg/m). This mass was modeled nearly per

fectly by GRSA. All the other participants did not match the data either quantitatively

or qualitatively.

• Core Blockage (COBL)

The core blockage is given in Fig. 4.22. The experiment shows core blockage at about

-10 % above elevation 650 mm and a maximum core blockage at 30 % at elevation

200 mm. Close to the experimental data are some MELCOR calculations (UBOM,

KFIM) and the ICARE2 calculations by NRII and RASI showed the correct tendency.

Due to the definition of core blockage in the ISP and mass balance, negative and

positive values of core blockage should be calculated. All ATHLET-CD and
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SCDAP/RELAP5 participants calculated only positive values, which is related to a

different definition of core blockage in the code. (The remaining oxide shell of guide

tube and cladding occupies the whole fuel rod and absorber assembly area).

4.4.4 Hydrogen Generation (HRBS, HABS)

The hydrogen generation rate and the accumulated hydrogen generation for both the

bundle plus shroud are given in Fig. 4.23 and 4.24 for the time from 4100 s to 4600 s

(generation rate) and 3000 s to 5000 s (accumulated generation). The experimental

generation rate increases between 4100 sand 4200 s up to 0,12 gis and remains

tairly steady up to 4500 s, then it decreases again. This behavior, both qualitatively

and quantitatively, was not predicted by any of the calculations. The analytical results

over- or underestimate the experimental data considerably. Only some calculations

(e.g. OKBM, IKEK, ARSR) meet the experimental results partly.

This deviation in the generation rate results in large difference in the accumulated

hydrogen generation. The experimental value increases up to 68 9 during the last

1000 s. This end value is met by one calculation (RRCS), and four others (UBOM,

OKBM, UBOA, IKEK) come very close to it.

5 Summary and Assessment

The objectives of the International Standard Problem (ISP) No. 36 on severe fuel

damage, which has been proposed by OECD-CSNI, are to analyze and to describe

the heat up and meltdown phase of a CORA VVER-type fuel element experiment and

to examine the reliability and precision of the severe accident computer codes used.

The experiment selected for this ISP was the CORA-W2 test conducted at the For

schungszentrum Karlsruhe (formerly Kernforschungszentrum, KfK). CORA-W2 was

designed to investigate the behavior of Russian VVER-type fuel elements under se

vere accident conditions, including material interactions, liquefaction, melting, reloca

tion, solidification and blockage formation. Contrary to Western-type PWR fuel

bundles, the VVER-type tuel bundle contains B4C as absorber material contained in

stainless steel cladding and stainless steel guide tubes. In VVER reactors Zr1 %Nb is

used as fuel rod cladding material instead of Zircaloy-4.
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To challenge the predictive capability of the codes in a most efficient way, the ISP was

conducted as a blind exercise, Le. only the initial and boundary conditions were pro

vided to the participants for performing the calculation. Since some thermal hydraulic

boundary condition have not been measured (axial power profile and temperatures at

the outer side of shroud insulation and inner side of High Temperature Shield), an

ATHLET-CD calculation, knowing the measured temperatures, was carried out to

provide the necessary data. The use of these derived data depends on the modelling

capability of the codes employed. For this reason the ATHLET-CD calculation (GRSA)

discussed in this report was performed by GRS under knowledge of the measured

temperature data contrary to the other participants.

The ISP attracted wide support. Representatives of 17 organizations from 9 countries,

including 3 non-OECD countries, participated in the ISP performing a total of 22 differ

ent calculations. They used the severe accident codes ATHLET-CD, ICARE2, KESS

111, MELCOR, RAPTA and SCDAP/RELAP5. The great number of calculations en

abled to group the data according the codes used and to compare the results of each

code.

The physical variables compared in the report are basically temperature histories at

different location in the bundle, hydrogen generation and core degradation variables

of the final bundle state.

At the comparison workshop, held in Moscow, the following observations and conclu

sions have been drawn by the participants and the ISP organisators:

• Heat-up Phase

The heat-up phase lasted about 1200 s till the onset of oxidation. Most participants

predicted the thermal behaviör up to the onset of significant oxidation reasonably weil,

but there was a large spread (At = 400 s) in the calculated time of the start of the tem

perature excursion itself. The thermal behavior of the bundle depends on uncertain

experimental conditions as radial heat losses (heat conductivity of shroud insulation)

and fluid bypass flow (asymetric inflow). It is concluded that the overall heat balance in

the bundle needs to be calculated more accurately.
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• Materiallnteraction and Cladding Failure Criteria

The bundle behavior is greatly influenced by chemical interactions involving B4C ab

sorber rod material, and interactions between the stainless steel grid spacers and the

Zr1 %Nb cladding material. Relocation of U02 fuel-bearing melts is stronly dependent

on the user-specified cladding oxide shell breach criteria. A more realistic c1adding

breach criteria - based on experimental results - should be developed at least for

detailed mechanistic codes. For integral codes improved parametric failure criteria

might be sufficient.

The B4C absorber rod failed relatively early at low temperatures due to eutectic inter

actions between B4C and SS cladding as weil as the SS guide tube. Subsequently the

liquefied and molten absorber rod materials attack the Zr1 %Nb fuel rod cladding and

chemically dissolves it below its melting point. By these processes also the U02 fuel

dissolution starts already at lower temperatures.

Regarding the complex material interactions larger differences can be recognized

between calculated and measured results because of inappropriate models for mate

rial relocation and solidification processes, and the lack of models describing the inter

actions of absorber rod materials with the fuel rods. In general, the material properties

data base for the tested Russian materials was not sufficient in all cases, therefore,

the data for Western type of reactors were used.

• Hydrogen Generation

The time dependent hydrogen generation as a result of the cladding/steam reaction is

strongly influenced by local events in the bundle such as bypass flows, steam starva

tion and relocating metallic melts. The large differences of the calculated values for

the hydrogen rate to the experimental values far above the uncertainty limits, show

that the effective time dependent hydrogen release is not described correctly. Recent

experimental results hint for an additional influence of hydrogen absorption by Zircaloy

on the time dependent release. For the total H2-amount, acceptable agreement could

be achieved, if the total amount of oxidized zirconium was calculated correctly. Codes

which underpredicted the bundle temperature due to overestimated bundle heat

losses consequently underestimated the hydrogen generation. Nevertheless, most
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codes did not treat the oxidation of stainless steel components and none of them

modelIed the B4C oxidation.

• Core Blockage

Some calculations with ICARE2 and MELCOR calculated the axial bundle blockage

reasonably weil, others (ATHLET-CD and SCDAP/RELAP5) show only positive values

because the cladding and pellet are assumed to remain in place following relocation

of U-Zr-O melt and the enclosed space inside the remaining oxide shell is not consid

ered to contribute to the flow area. The core blockage depends on refreezing and

crust remelting processes which are in general described by simple models. Some

improvement regarding oxidation and ternary phase diagrams would reduce the un

certainties. In general the feedback of blockage formation to thermal-hydraulics proc

esses like flow deflection needs to be considered.

• Confidence in Code Prediction

In general the confidence of code predictions decreases with progressing core dam

age. In consistency to the amount and quality of experimental data available, code

models for early phase core degradation particularly up to the onset of core-melt are

adequate and verification is possible. Entering into late phase melt progression

marked by the onset of substantial formation and relocation of ceramic materials, the

level of uncertainty becomes larger. This includes the transition between early and

late phase core degradation sequences governed by phenomena like oxidation of

complex metallic material mixtures and melts.

Regarding early phase code predictions, the remaining main uncertainties may be

subdivided into 4 categories:

"User effects" in context with the nodalization of the given facility, the used time

step size, the numerical treatment of the resulting mathematical system and the

choice of reasonable parameters for the operation of the numerous parametric

models still existing in the codes.

Misinterpretation of existing models approaches in the code environment, e.g.

wrong definition of radiative heat transfer view factors and unreasonable choice of
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material solubility limits in connection with optional correlations for the fuel chemi

cal interactions.

Weak modelling basis with astilI large number of parametric models and further

modeling needs particularly as regards chemical interactions, material properties,

oxidation of melts and mixtures, and quench phenomena (not covered herein).

Lack in physical interpretation of certain phenomena (e.g. "flowering", c1adding

failure mode) and uncertainties and incompleteness in experimental data.

Summarizing, the state-of-the-art in code modelling reflects a high standard of knowl

edge regarding severe accident phenomena while bearing a high potential for further

development at the same time. Consequently, code aided plant analyses will most

likely continue to play an increasing role in safety assessment in nuclear and also

non-nuclear areas.

• General Observation

In general the ISP showed that basically the codes calculated the overall thermal

behavior of CORA-W2 sufficiently correctly. Some material interactions and relocation

processes were fairly weil simulated. However, for detailed mechanistic codes espe

cially, the modelling of material interactions and component failure (of oxidized fuel

rod cladding and absorber rods) needs further improvement. This assessment reflects

the early phase core degradation processes only. It is obvious (though not a conclu

sion from this ISP per se) that further modelling effort and international code assess

ment exercises should be directed towards late phase core degradation phenomena.

ISP36 demonstrated the importance of assessments of this kind. It provided a forum

for the international community enhancing the experience in performing severe fuel

damage calculations in comparison with each other and with experimental data. It may

have a great impact on further code development, in conjunction with independent

peer reviews of individual codes.
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Table 4.1: Organizations, Analysts and Codes Used

AEAM AEA Winfrith, UK B. Holmes MELCOR 1.8.2

ARSR ARSRIIM Moscow, Russia A.V. Salatov RAPTA-SFD
L.N. Andreeva-Andrievskaya
F.Y. Vlasov
O.A. Nechaeva

ENES ENEA Bologna, Italy G. Bandini SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2

GIDM Gidropress Podolsk, Russia Y. Sorokin MELCOR 1.8.2
G. Volkov

~
01 GRSA GRS Garehing, Germany J. Besteie ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1B-O.1V

IKEK IKE Stuttgart, Germany K. Müller KESS I MOD 1.3

KFIM KFKI Budapest, Hungary G. Gyenes MELCOR 1.8.2

NRII NRI Rez. Czech Republic L. Belovsky ICARE2 V2 MOD 1 (Dec. 93)
M. Valach

NUPM NUPEC Tokyo,Japan Y. Kiso MELCOR 1.8.2, COR modified

OKBM OKB Nizhny Novgorod, Russia A.S. Gusev MELCOR 1.8.2
V.S. Kuul
A.A. Falkov



lable 4.1: Organizalions, Analysis and Codes Used (Continuation)

RASA NSIRAS Moscow, Russia B. Dobrov ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1 B-0.1 V
I. Plotnikova

RASI NSIRAS Moscow, Russia A. Kisselev ICARE2 MOD 1.0
G. Samoilova
A. Deryugin

RDIS RDIPE Moscow, Russia V.E. Radkevich SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD 2.5

RRCA INR RRC KI Moscow, Russia M.A. Maltchevski ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1B-0.1V

RRCI NSI RRC KI Moscow, Russia N. Sulhanishvili ICARE2 V2 MOD 1.0
CEA Cadarache, France F.Jacq

I
~

0> , RRCS NSI RRC KI Moscow, Russia S. Pylev SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD 3.1

TUDK TU Dresden, Germany S. Kretschmer KESS-MOD 1.0-WWER
V. Sanchez (KESS 111)

UBOA University of Bochum, Germany Th. Steinrätter ATHLET-CD MOD 1.1 B-0.1 V
UBOI Bochum J. Paulus ICARE2-V2-MOD 0
UBOM MELCOR 1.8.2
UBOS SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD 3.0 7

VTTS VTT Espoo, Finland E. Pekkarinen SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD 3 V7 af
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Table 4.2a: Nodalization Characteristics for ISP36 Calculations (ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Nodalization GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK

Number of axial meshes 13 17 13 18
-200 mm up to -200 mm up to -200 mm up to

1250 mm 1470 mm 1470 mm

Radial meshing 3 radial rings: 3 radial rings: 3 radial rings:
1 + 6 + 12 rods 3 representative 1 + 6 + 12 rods

segments

Treatment of shroud ? Ves

Treatment of absorber rod? Ves No Ves

Treatment of grid spacer ? Only flow resistance modelIed Ves. Ves.
Eutectic melt Heat-up and melt

formation down processes

Additional comments HTS modelIed. - HTS modelIed.
Bundle f10w channel Bundle flow channel
subdivided into two subdivided into two

subchannels subchannels.
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labia 4.2b: Nodalization Characteristics for ISP36 Calculations (ICARE2 and RAPlA)

Participants

Nodalization NRII RASI RRCI UBOI ARSR

Number of axial meshes 48 18 15 48 10
30 axial meshes in
the heated region

I

Radial meshing 8 representative 5 representative rods 5 representative 4 representative
rods rads: rods

3 heated rods,
1 unheated rod,
1 absorber rod

Treatment of shraud ? Yes

Treatment of absorber rod? Yes Yes, but Ale absor- Yes
ber material used

Treatment of grid spacer? Yes No Yes
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Table 4.2c: Nodalization Characteristics tor ISP36 Calculations (MELCOR)

Participants

Nodalization AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM

Number of axial meshes 4 hydraulic cells 15 13 15 19 4 hydraulic cells
in the core, in the core,

19 cells for rads, 17 cells for rads,
12 hydraulic cells 1 hydraulic cell

in the bypass in the bypass

Radial meshing 3 radial rings 1 radial ring 3 radial rings: 4 radial rings: 3 radial rings: 4 radial rings
1) absorber rod + 1) central rod 1) central rod 4th ring is

5 unheated rads 2) unheated rads 2) unheated rads shroud
2) 13 heated rads + control rod + control rod
3) shroud 3) heated rads 3) heated rads

4) shroud

Treatment of shroud ? Represented by BWR canister model

Treatment of absorber rod? B4C and steel masses input for each axial level. BWR control rod model activated

Treatment of grid spacer ? Mass added at the grid spacer positions
.
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Table 4.2d: Nodalization Characteristics for ISP36 Calculations (SCDAP/RELAP5)

Participants

Nodalization ENES RDIS RRCS UBOS VTTS

Number of axial meshes 10 14 14 10
corresponding to the -220 mm up to corresponding to the

heated section 1470 mm heated section

Radial meshing 3 SCDAP- 4 SCDAP- components: 4SCDAP- 4SCDAP-
components: 1) unheated rods components: components:

1) fuel rods 2) heated rods 1) unheated rods 1) unheated rods
2) unheated rods 3) absorber rod 2) central heated rod 2) heated rods
3) absorber rod 4) shroud + insulation 3) heated rods 3) absorber rod

4) shroud + insulation 4) shroud + insulation

Treatment of shroud ? Ves Ves Ves

Treatment of absorber rod? Ves Ves. No Ves
Control rod was model-
Ied as BWR control bla-

de box in cylindrical
interpretation

Treatment of grid spacer? Only treated as a Thermal behaviour and Only treated as a flow Thermal behaviour
flow resistance flow resistance resistance and flow resistance
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Table 4.3a: Characteristics of the Thermal Hydraulic Models Used for ISP36 Calculations (ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Thermal Hydraulics GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK

3-,4-,5- or 6-equation model 5-equation model 4-equation model 5-equation model 4-equation model
used? (Equations for non-con-
densables not counted)

Non-condensables treated? No Ves

Feedback between geometry No Ves No
changes of structures and
flow pathes ?

Flow resistance of grid Ves No
spacers modelIed ?

Fluid heatup due to radiative No Ves No
heat transfer taken into ac-
count?

Heat transfer coefficients in Ves No Ves Ves
lower bundle region adapted Reduced hydraulic Reduced hydraulic Special correction model for calculation of
to an account for bundle diameter diameter between the heat transfer coefficient
crossflow situation at steam omm and 400 mm
inlet?

Additional information Heat capacity of Ar Quantity of non-con- Heat capacity of Ar - -
is taken into account densables was trea- is taken into account

by an equivalent ted for c1adding by an equivalent
steam f10w oxidation steam flow
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Table 4.3b: Characteristics of the Thermal Hydraulic Models Used for ISP36 Calculation (ICARE2 and RAPTA)

Participants

Thermal Hydraulics NRII RASI RRCI UBOI ARSR

3-,4-,5- or 6-equation model 3-equation model
used ? (Equations for non-
condensables not counted)

Non-condensables treated ? Ves Ves (only Ar) Ves

Feedback between geometry Ves
changes of structures and
flow pathes ?

Flow resistance of grid No Ves No
spacers modelIed ?

Fluid heatup due to radiative Ves No
heat transfer taken into ac-
count?

Heat transfer coefficients in Ves No -
lower bundle region adapted
to an account for bundle
crossflow situation at steam
inlet?
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Table 4.3c: Characteristics ot the Thermal Hydraulic Models Used tor ISP36 Calculations (MELCOR)

Participants

Thermal Hydraulics AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM

3-, 4-, 5- or 6-equation mo- 6-equation model
dei used? (Equations for
non-condensables not
counted)

Non-condensables treated ? Ves

Feedback between geome- Ves.
try changes of structures But only for relocation.
and flow pathes ?

Flow resistance of grid No Ves No Ves No
spacers modelIed ?

Fluid heatup due to radiative Ves No Ves
heat transfer taken into ac-
count?

Heat transfer coefficients in No - No
lower bundle region adapted
to an account for bundle
crossflow situation at steam
inlet
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Table 4.3d: Characteristics ot the Thermal Hydraulic Moduls Used tor ISP36 Calculations (SCDAP/RELAP5)

Participants

Thermal Hydraulics ENES RDIS RRCS UBOS VTTS

3-,4-,5- or 6-equation model 6-equation model 6-equation model 6-equation model
used? (Equations for non-
condensables not counted)

Non-condensables treated ? Yes (Ar + H2) Yes (Ar + H2) Yes (Ar + H2)

Feedback between geometry Yes Yes Yes
changes of structures and
f10w pathes ?

Flow resistance of grid Yes Yes Yes
spacers modelIed ?

Fluid heatup due to radiative Yes Yes Yes
heat transfer taken into ac-
count?

Heat transfer coefficients in No No No
lower bundle region adapted
to an account for bundle
crossflow situation at steam
inlet?
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Table 4.4a: Modelling of Structure Heat-up in ISP36 (ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Core Heat-up GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK

Used structure models: a) All components
a) Core structures a) Rods a) Rod structures a) Rods except:
b) Heat structures b) Shroud and HTS b) Shroud and HTS b) Grid spacer and b) Bundle, shroud and

HTS HTS

Electrical heater rod model Yes, electrical resistance only depends on rod temperature
used?

Used view factors for: a) F = 0.52 a) + b) + c) a) F = 0.52 a) + b) + c) a) Between radial zone
a) Radial between fuel rods, b)F=0.17 All calculated b)F=0.17 All calculated 1 and 2: F = 0.26,
b) radial to shroud, c) Bottom: F = 0.081 c) Bottom: F = 0.081 Radiation shape fac- between radial zone 2
c) axial to bottom/top Top: F = 0.001 Top: F = 0.001 tors for cylindrical and 3: F = 0.534,

structures assemblies between rod and ab-
"The American Society sorber rod:
of Mech. Eng." Paper F = 0.714

56-17-144 b) F = 1
c) F = 1

Treatment of the thermal be- No Yes
havior of grid spacer ? Radiative and convecti-

ve heat transfer

Other energy sources depart Only oxidation reactions considered
from electrical power conside-
red?
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Table 4.4b: Modelling of Structure Heat-up Used in ISP36 (ICARE2 and RAPTA)

Participants

Core Heat-up NRII RASI RRCI UBOI ARSR

Used structure models: ICARE only provides so called macro components Models used are si-
a) Core structures milar to core structu-
b) Heat structures re models

Electrical heater rod model Yes, electrical resistance only depends on local rod temperature
used?

Used view factors for: a) Calculated a) + b) Calculated a) Calculated a) Calculated a) Calculated
a) Radial between fuel rods, b) F = 0 c) Not modelIed b) + c) Not b) Calculated b) Calculated
b) radial to shroud, (no radiation) calculated c) Not modelIed c) Not modelIed
c) axial to bottom/top c) F= 0

structures (no radiation)

Treatment of the thermal be- Yes No
haviour of grid spacer ?

Other energy sources depart Oxidations reactions and chemical material interactions Only oxidation
from electrical power conside- reactions
red?
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fable 4.4c: Modelling of Structure Heat-up in ISP36 (MELCOR)

Participants

Core Heat-up AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM

Used structure models: a) Rods, grid a) Rods, grid a) - a) Rods, shroud a) Rods, grid spacer, shroud
a) Core components spacer spacer, shroud b) Whole bundle b) Shroud b) Shroud insulation, HTS
b) Heat structures b) Tungsten, mo- b) Shroud insu- structures insulation

Iybdenum, cop- lation, HTS
per, shroud insu-

lation, HTS

Electrical heater rod model Ves Ves, but for Ves
used? Separate user routine, electrical re- ISP36 input of Separate user routine, electrical resistance only de-

sistance only depends on local rod power distributi- pends on local rod temperature
temperature on via table

Used view factors for: a) a) a) a) a) a)
a) Radial between fuel rods, Radial: F =0.648, Radial: F =0.25 Radial: F =0.16 Radial: F =0.36 Radial: F =0.7 Radial: F =0.25
b) radial to shroud, axial: F =0.6 axial: F =0.25 b) F =0.25 b) F =0.36 b) F =1.0 axial: F =0.25
c) axial to bottom/top b) F =0.2 b) F =0.25 c) F =0.25 c) Not modelIed c) F =0.25 b) F =0.25

structures? c) Not modelIed c) F =0.25 c) Not modelIed

Treatment of the thermal be- No Ves No Ves No
haviour of grid spacer ?

Other energy sources depart Only oxidation reactions
from electrical power consi-
dered?
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Table 4.4d: Modelling of Structure Heat-up Used in ISP36 (SCDAP/RELAP5)

Participants

Core Heat-up ENES RDIS RRCS USOS VTTS

Used structure models: a) Rods and a) Rods and a) Rods, shroud and shroud insula- a) Rods, shrouds and
a) Core structures shroud shroud tion (heated region) shroud insulation
b) heat structures (SCDAP b)HTS b) Rods and shroud below and (heated region

components) above heated region, HTS SCDAP components)

Electrical heater rod model Yes, electrical resi- Yes, electrical resistance only depends on local rod Yes
used? stance only de- temperature

pends on local rod
temperature

Used view factors for: a) + b) Treated a) + b) Treated a) Central rod - unheated rods: a) + b) treated
a) Radial between fuel rods c) Not modelIed c) Not modelIed F=0.133, c) not modelIed
b) radial to shroud central rod - heated rods:
c) axial to bottom/top F = 0.017,

structures heated rods - unheated rods:
F = 0.744

b) Central rod - shroud: F = 0.0,
unheated rods - shroud: F = 0.028,

heated rods - shroud: F = 0.845
c) Not modelIed

Treatment of the thermal beha- Yes Yes No Yes
viour of grid spacer ?

Other energy sources depart Only oxidation Only oxidation reactions Only oxidation
from electrical power conside- reactions reactions
red?
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Table 4.5a: Details of the Oxidation Models Used in ISP36 (ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Oxidation and GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK
H2-Generation

Parabolic rate equations or Parabolic rate equa- Parabolic rate Parabolic rate equa- Parabolic rate Parabolic rate equation
diffusion models used ? tion by Sokolov equations tion by Cathcart and equation measured at

Urbanic/Heidrick DRESSMAN-facility

Oxidation limitation by the fol- a) Ves
lowing conditions: b) No
a) Steam starvation
b) diffusion resistance

Specifics of Zr 1 % Nb consi- Only oxidation Only density, spe- No No Only oxidation process
dered? process cific heat capacity

and thermal
conductivity

B4C oxidation treated ? No

Oxidation of fragments, melt Only oxidation of refrozen U-Zr-O mixtures Oxidation of melt Only oxidation of melt
and frozen U-Zr-O mixtures and refrozen U-Zr-O
considered ? mixtures

Double-sided oxidation calcu- No
lated?

Termination of the oxidation No Ves No Ves No
due to relocated melt ?

Grid spacer and shroud oxida- Only shroud oxidation Grid spacer and
tion calculated ? shroud oxidation

Additional comments Limitation of oxidati- - - - -
on by two channel

modelling
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lable 4.5b: Details of the Oxidation Models Used in ISP36 (ICARE2 and RAPlA)

Participants

Oxidation and NRII RASI RRCI UBOI ARSR
H2-Generation

Parabolic rate equations or Parabolic rate Sophisticated dif- Parabolic rate equations
diffusion models used ? equations fusion equations

Oxidation limitation by the fol- a) Ves a) Ves a) Ves a) Ves
lowing conditions: b) Ves b) - b) Ves b) No
a) Steam starvation
b) diffusion resistance

Specifics of Zr 1 % Nb consi- Only c1adding Ves
dered? oxidation

B4C oxidation treated ? No

Oxidation of fragments, melt Oxidation of fragments, melt and frozen Only oxidation of Oxidation of frag- Only oxidation of melt
and frozen U-Zr-O mixtures U-Zr-O treated melt treated ments, melt and fro- and frozen U-Zr-O
considered ? zen U-Zr-O treated treated

Double-sided oxidation calcu- Ves No
lated?

Termination of the oxidation Ves. No
due to relocated melt ? Only relocated melt can oxidize

Grid spacer and shroud oxida- Only shroud oxidati- Only shroud oxi- Ves Only shroud oxidation.
tion calculated ? on. Basic oxidation dation. Basic diffu- Basic oxidation Basic oxidation model.

model sion module UZ- models
RO for Zr

components
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fable 4.5c: Details of the Oxidation Models Used in ISP36 (MELCOR)

Participants

Oxidation and AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM
H2-Generation

Parabolic rate equations or Parabolic rate equations
diffusion models used ?

Oxidation limitation by the a) No a) Yes
following conditions: b) No b) No
a) Steam starvation
b) diffusion resistance

Specifics of Zr 1 % Nb con- Yes No Yes
sidered?

B4C oxidation treated ? No

Oxidation of fragments, melt Yes
and frozen U-Zr-O mixtures
considered ?

Double-sided oxidation No Yes No
calculated ?

Termination of the oxidation Yes, but area sub- - - Yes, but area submerged can be less than total area
due to relocated melt ? merged can be less

than total area

Grid spacer and shroud oxi- Yes. Shroud oxidation with Yes.
dation calculated ? Basic oxidation models used. basic model, steel Basic oxidation

oxidation turned off models used
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Table 4.5d: Details of the Oxidation Models Used in ISP36 (SCDAP/RELAP5)

Participants

Oxidation and ENES RDIS RRCS USOS VTTS
H2-Generation

Parabolic rate equations or Parabolic rate Parabolic rate equa- Parabolic rate Parabolic rate equation
diffusion models used ? equation tion with ARSRIIM equation

growth rate Cathcart and
constants Urbanic/Heidrick

Oxidation limitation by the fol- a) Yes a) Yes a) Yes
lowing conditions: b) No b) No b) No
a) Steam starvation
b) diffusion resistance

Specifics of Zr 1 % Nb consi- No Only for c1adding No No
dered? oxidation

B4C oxidation treated ? No No No

Oxidation of fragments, melt Yes Yes -
and frozen U-Zr-O mixtures
considered ?

Double-sided oxidation calcu- Yes Yes Ves
lated?

Termination of the oxidation No Yes No Yes
due to relocated melt ?

Grid spacer and shroud oxida- Only shroud oxidati- Only shroud oxidation calculated Only shroud oxidation
tion calculated ? on calculated (basic (basic oxidation model) calculated

oxidation model)
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Table 4.6a: Models for Mechanical Rod Behaviour and Corresponding User Defined Criteria in ISP36
(ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Mechanical Rod GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK
Behaviour

Ballooning of rods modelIed ? Ves. Ves Ves. Ves Ves.
Internal pressure Separate model ZrNb1 specific cree-

was given as functi- ping equation of
on of time. Solgani used

Failure due to strain
/ stress

Changes of material proper- Ves No Ves No
ties due to oxidation conside-
red?

Criterion for fragmentation of Not modelIed Not modelIed Not calculated
solid core structures ?
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Table 4.6b: Models for Mechanical Rod Behaviour and Corresponding User Defined Criteria in ISP36
(ICARE2 and RAPTA)

Participants

Mechanical Rod NRII RASI RRCI UBOI ARSR
Behaviour

Ballooning of rods modelIed ? Yes No Yes

Changes of material proper- No Yes No
ties due to oxidation conside-
red?

Criterion for fragmentation of No a) Zr02 thickness No a) Zr02 thickness No
solid core structures ? < 0.35 mm and < 0.35 mm and

TZr02 > 2240 K or TZr02 > 2250 K or
b) Tzro2 > 2500 K b) TZr02 > 2500 K
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Table 4.6c: Models tor Mechanical Rod Behaviour and Corresponding User Detined Criteria Used in ISP36
(MELCOR)

Participants

Mechanical Rod AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM
Behaviour

Ballooning of rods
modelIed ? No ballooning model implemented

Changes of material proper-
ties due to oxidation consi-
dered?

Criterion for fragmentation of No Minimum thick- Minimum thick- Critical minimum Critical minimum Ves, but not
solid core structures ? ness for unoxidi- ness for unoxidi- thickness of un- thickness of unoxidi- used for ISP36

zed Zr = 0.01 zed Zr = 0.0 mm, oxidized intact zed intact material:
mm minimum thick- material Cladding = 0 mm,

ness for SS = other structures =
0.15 mm 0.1 mm
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Table 4.6d: Models tor Mechanical Rod Behaviour and Corresponding User Detined Criteria in ISP36
(RELAP5 I SCDAP)

Participants

Mechanical Rod ENES RDIS RRCS UBOS VTTS
Behaviour

Ballooning of rods modelIed ? Yes No Yes Yes

Changes of material proper- No No No
ties due to oxidation conside-
red?

Criterion for fragmentation of Not calculated SCDAP default Not calculated SCDAP default valu-
solid core structures ? values were used es were used
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Table 4.7a: Chemicallnteractions for ISP36 (ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Chemicallnteractions GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK

List of chemical interactions U02 / liquid Zr - U02 / liquid Zr U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr,
calculated B4C / SS, B4C / SS,

Zr/SS Zr / SS (grid spacer)

U02 dissolution by liquid Zr: a) Hofmann - a) Hofmann a) Kim & Olander a) Hofmann
a) Which kind of model? b) Eutectic b) Eutectic b) Liquidus line b) Liquidus line
b) Which kind of equilibrium concentration concentration

condition? (XZRMIN =0.2) (XZRMIN =0.2)

Multi material interactions No
considered ?

Treatment of interaction bet- No
ween dissolution process and
cladding oxidation ?
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Table 4.7b: Chemicallnteractions for ISP36 (ICARE2 and RAPTA)

Participants

Chemicallnteractions NRII RASI RRCI USOI ARSR

List of chemical interactions U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr,
calculated U02 / solid Zr, U02 / solid Zr, U02 / solid Zr U02 / solid Zr U02 / solid Zr,

B4C / SS Zr02 / liquid Zr Zr02 / liquid Zr Zr02 / liquid Zr B4C/ SS,
Zr/ SS

U02 dissolution by liquid Zr: a} Kim &Olander a} Module UZRO a} Kim &Olander a} Hofmann
a} Which kind of model ? b} Liquidus line (diffusion approach) b} Liquidus line b} -
b} Which kind of equilibrium b} -

condition?

Multi material interactions Yes No
considered ?

Treatment of interaction bet- No Yes No
ween dissolution process and
c1adding oxidation ?
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Table 4.7c~ Chemicallnteractions for ISP36 (MELCOR)

Participants

Chemical Interactions AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM

List of chemical interactions U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr, U02 / liquid Zr,
calculated Zr02 / liquid Zr Zr02 / liquid Zr, Zr02 / liquid Zr, zr02 / liquid Zr, Zr02 / liquid Zr,

B4C / 88, Zr/88 B4C/88 B4C / 88
Zr / 88, Zr / 88, Zr / 88 (only tem-
B4C / Zr B4C / Zr perature criterion)

U02 dissolution by liquid Zr: a) Hofmann, a) Eutectic mo- a) Hofmann, a) 80kolov, a) Hofmann, a) Hofmann
a) Which kind of model? b) When mixture dei was inactive, b) Liquidus line b) Liquidus line b) Liquidus line (without saturation
b) which kind of equilibrium enthalpy falls be- b) - and parabolic ra- and parabolic ra- phase)

condition? low liquidus te limitation te limitation b) When mixture
enthalpy enthalpy falls be-

low Iiquidus
enthalpy

Multi material interactions Model with up to - Model with up to two solids able to be attacked by a liquid component
considered ? two solids able

to be attacked
by a liquid
component

Treatment of interaction bet- No - No
ween dissolution process
and c1adding oxidation ?

/
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Table 4.7d: Chemical Interactions for ISP36 (SCDAP/RELAP5)

Participants

Chemicallnteractions ENES RDIS RRCS UBOS VTTS

List of chemical interactions U02 I liquid Zr U02 I liquid Zr U02 /liquid Zr U02 I liquid Zr
calculated U02 1solid Zr,

Zr02 I liquid Zr

U02 dissolution by liquid Zr: a) Hofmann a) Hofmann a) Hofmann
a) Which kind of model? b) Solidus line b) Sol idus line b) Sol idus Une
b) Which kind of equilibrium

condition?

, Multi material interactions No Yes. No No
considered ? Simultaneous disso-

lution of U02 and
Zr02 by liquid Zr

Treatment of interaction bet- No No No
ween dissolution process and
cladding oxidation?
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Table 4.8a: Variables Defined for the Relocation Models Used in ISP36 (ATHLET and KESS)

Participants

Material Relocations GRSA RASA UBOA IKEK TUDK

Which cladding failure crite- Temperature criterion Combination of: Combination of: Temperature Temperature
rion has been used ? for fuel rod (TALHIGH = Minimum Zr02 thick- Maximal Zr02 thick- criterion: criterion:

2200 K) and guide tube ness and maximum ness and Zr02 tempe- T =2053 K T =2133 K
(CRTVER = 1523 K) Zr02 temperature rature (TALLOW =

2450 K and DDTAL <
0.6 mm)

Relocation of melt: a) No a) No a) No a) No a) No
a) Relocation inside of b) Rivulets; wetted peri- b) Specific film at b) Rivulets; wetted pe- b) Rivulets; wet- b) Rivulets; wet-

c1adding possible ? meter fraction: wetted segment; rimeter fraction: ted perimeter ted perimeter
b) Film or rivulet type of Fuel rod = 0.125, wetted perimeter in- Fuel rod = 0.125 fraction: fraction:

outside relocation ? control rod = 0.25 creasing during time c) 0.01 m/s Fuel rod = 0.2 Fuel rod = 0.13
c) Relocation velocity ? c) Fuel rod = 0.3 m/s, c) - c) 0.2 m/s c) 0.3 m/s

control rod = 1.09 m/s

Melting of refrozen melts pos- No
sible?

Radial relocation in case of No
core blockage possible ?

Relocation of solid fragments No Separate model No
along with relocating melts is available
possible?
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Table 4.8b: Variables Detined tor the Relocation Models Used in ISP36 (ICARE2 and RAPTA)

Participants

i Material Relocations NRII RASI RRCI USOI ARSR

Which cladding failure crite- Minimum Zr02 Combination of: Combination of: Melt temperature
rion has been used ? thickiness =0.3 mm, Minimum Zr02 thick- Minimum Zr02 thickness =0.3 mm and of cladding

maximum Zr02 tempera- ness =0.35 mm and maximum Zr02 temperature > 2250 K (Zr1 %Nb or SS)
ture =2045 K maximum Zr02 tem- or

perature = maximum Zr02 temperature > 2500 K
2240 K

, Relocation of melt: a) No a) No a) No a) No
a) Relocation inside of b) Rivulets; wetted peri- b) Droplets and b) Rivulets; b) Film

c1adding possible ? meter fractions: rivulets; wetted wetted perimeter fraction: 0.3 c) Constant
b) Film or rivulet type of Cladding =0.08, perimeter calculated c) 0.6 m/s velocity

outside relocation ? shroud =0.10 by the code
c) Relocation velocity ? c) 0.6 m/s c) Calculated by the

code

Melting of refrozen melts pos- Ves
sible?

Radial relocation in case of No Yes No
core blockage possible ?

Relocation of solid fragments Ves No Ves Ves.
along with relocating melts Only solid B4C
possible?
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Table 4.8c: Variables Defined for the Relocation Models Used in ISP36 (MELCOR)

Participants
.

Material Relocations AEAM GIDM KFIM NUPM OKBM UBOM

Which c1adding failure crite- Minimum Zr02 Combination of: Minimum Zr02 Minimum Zr02 Minimum Zr02 Minimum Zr02
rion has been used ? thickness =0.5 Minimum Zr02 thickness = 0 thickness = 1 thickness = 0.65 thickness = 0.06

mm, maximum thickness and mm, maximum mm, maximum mm, maximum mm, maximum
Zr02 tempera- Zr02 Zr02 tempera- Zr02 tempera- Zr02 tempera- Zr02 tempera-
ture = 2100 K temperature ture =2500 K ture =2500 K ture =2500 K ture =2100 K

Relocation of melt: a) No a) No a) No
a) Relocation inside of b) Rather rivulet b) - b) Rather rivulet than film

cladding possible ? than film; wetted c) - c) Quasi infinite
b) Film or rivulet type of perimeter fracti-

outside relocation ? on = 0.8
c) Relocation velocity ? c) Quasi infinite

Melting of refrozen melts Ves
possible?

Radial relocation in case of Ves
core blockage possible ?

Relocation of solid frag- Solid debris relocates with melt unless eutectics model enabled
ments along with relocating
melts possible ?
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Table 4.8d: Variables Oetined tor the Relocation Models Used in ISP36 (SCOAP/RELAP5)

Participants

Material Relocations ENES ROIS RRCS USOS VTTS

Which cladding failure crite- Combination of: Minimum Zr02 thick- Combination of: Combination of:
rion has been used ? Fraction of oxidation ness =0.36 mm, ma- Fraction of oxidation< Fraction of oxidation

< 0.6 and cladding tem- ximum Zr02 tempera- 0.6 and c1adding tem- < 0.6 and cladding
perature > 2300 K ture =2400 K perature > 2500 K temperature > 2500 K

Relocation of melt: a) No a) No a) No a) No
a) Relocation inside of b) Film b) Droplets b) Film b) Film

cladding possible ? c) Calculated by equati- c) Constant velocity c) Calculated by c) Calculated by
b) Film or rivulet type of on of motion equation of motion equation of motion

outside relocation ?
c) Relocation velocity ?

Melling of refrozen melts pos- Ves - Ves Ves
sible?

Radial relocation in case of No - No No
core blockage possible ?

Relocation of solid fragments No - No No
along with relocating melts
possible?
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